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Pathfinder 2e besmara

I support a limited subset of pathfinder rule content. If you would like to help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide additional help. RPGBOT uses a color coding system that has become common among pathfinder building manuals. Also note that many colorful items are also links to
The Bayzo SRD. Red: Bad, useless, or options that are severe. Orange: OK options, or useful options that apply only in rare green circumstances: good options. Blue: Great choices, often necessary for your character's job. The Warpriest is a combination of fighter and clergy, but manages to be characteristically different from Paladin.
Warbrist relies more on spells than Paladin, and has very few defensive-grade abilities. Fervor allows Warpriest to rely on self-polishing spells without cutting in damage output, and Warpriest's capabilities are filled with great orange options that can be used as a quick action. Base Bonus Attack: 2/3 door is enough to get them in combat,
but Warpriest can't match the fighter in terms of raw self-defense skill. Saves: Good stability will save, especially because Warpriests need wisdom for their spells. Reflex saves will be a problem. Competencies: Combat weapons, heavy armor, armor, and improving the unarmed strike if it is your favorite weapon in the distraction. Skills:
With 2+ class skills and no other need for intelligence, Warpriests skills are very thin. Spells: Warpriests are 2/3 wheels, selecting spells from the cleric's spelling list. This allows for a large number of great options and allows you to change your role in the party on a daily basis. Halo: This almost doesn't come. Barakat: Warpriest Parks
offers a lot of very interesting options to suit your gameplay style. To help choose blessings, see my Warpriest grace collapse. Focus on Weapon: Free Focus Weapon gives you a nice +1 for attacks, but locks you into one weapon for the rest of your career. Orison: Versatile and fascinating. Do not reduce the effectiveness of virtue at low
levels. Sacred Weapon: A sacred weapon is a very strange mechanic who allows you to overtake the damage of your ordinary weapon die with one specific to your sacred weapon. This damage will not exceed a long word until level 10, but because the damage is dying scales and the use of a two-handed weapon does not change it, you
may be able to do something clever with a vital blow at high levels. Make sure you get yourself permanently enlarged so that you get the biggest lady dice. You can also get the ability to magically enhance your weapon for a few rounds a day similar to Magos or Paladin. Being limited to tours/day is unfortunate, but it adds some nice
versatility to your weapon. Spontaneous Casting: Warpriest can automatically cast a treat/append Like a cleric's bonus languages: useless. Either cast the tongue or spend a few rows on linguistics. Vervoor: This is absolutely amazing. You can use Fervor to heal yourself or someone else like a crappy version of Putting On Hands, or you
can throw any Warpriest spell on yourself as a Swift action. This means that you can effectively throw Quickened, fixed spells in Level 2, which is great for useful amateurs with short periods you can't predict the need before the battle begins, and you don't need to match your weapon to find a free hand to cast with. Bonuses Exploits: Free
exploits, you get access to fighter exploits just like specialty weapons and destroyer. Power Channel: Energy Channel is as gentle as AOE healing for your party, but consumes two uses of Fiveor. Because Fervor is very powerful and allows very few uses per day, the energy channel should be used very sparingly. Holy Shield: Unlike the
sacred weapon, The Warrest can strengthen their shield for minutes/level. This is great when you don't have other amateurs you need to throw using Fervor, or when you are low in spells. Level 7 you should be able to use this in every fight in one day. Aspect of war: This is a wonderful amateur. The following abilities assume that you plan
to play Warpriest Melee, which you are likely to consider getting heavy armor Warpriests. If you plan to play Warpriest ranged, switch power and dexterity. Str: Your basic offensive ability. Dex: You need at most 12 to max out the whole plate and give you a bit of help with poor Warmbest reflexes. Everyone needs hit points. Int: Used for
nothing but skills. If your party can cover your skills needs, dump to 7. Wis: Your ability to attack, and determines the uses of the day for many of Warpriest's abilities. Cha: Used for nothing but skills. Dump to 7. 25 Buy Points 20 Points Buy 15 Points Buy Elite Array Str: 16 Dex: 12 Con: 14 Int: 12 Wis: 16 Cha: 7 Str: 16 Dex: 12 Con: 14 Int:
10 Wis: 15 Cha: 7 Str: 16 Dex: 12 Universe: 12 Int: 10 Wis: 14 Cha: 7 Str: 15 Dex: 12 Con: 13 Int: 10 Wis: 14 Cha: 8 Races Rewards to Power and Wisdom Fantastic, Rewards for the Constitution will help offset D8 hit points in Warpriest. Elf: Rewards for two of warpriest's most important abilities, penalty for waste warpriest, Darkvision,
and a really great resistance set. The favorite class bonus of the dwarf offers a few additional uses per day of Warpriest blessings, but you need to use specific blessings. Elf: Nothing useful for Warpriest. Gnome: Nothing at all is good for Warrest. Half Sprite: Bonus flexible ability, bot is nothing specifically useful for Warpriest. You can
trade in some alternative ethnic features to make the sprite half a little more attractive, such as a ancestral weapons feature that can allow you to use something wonderful like Falcata as your holy weapon. Half the goblin prefers class reward is terrible, but half elves can also take the goblin or class prefers human Getting rewarded
combat exploits is a great choice. If you plan to take alien weapon efficiency, half the sprite is basically on an equal footing with human. Half Orc: Darkvision Flexible Ability Bonus. Half orc prefers a class bonus is garbage unless you plan to spend a lot of time in death, so take a favorite human class bonus instead for some free fighting
exploits. Halfling: Nothing good at all for Warpriest. Human: Wonderful and versatile. Bonus flexible ability can go either in strength or wisdom depending on your play style. The favorite human class bonus gets you additional combat exploits, which may be the best favorite class bonus in the game. Climbing Skills (Str): Severe condition.
Diplomacy (cha): Necessary for any face, but charisma is a discharge stat for Warpriest. Animal Handling (Cha): The Warrest does not get pets to train. Healing (Wes): An excellent supplement for magical healing, Warpriest should be a decent wise. Intimidation (cha): Necessary for any face, but charisma is a state discharge of the
Warrest organization. Knowledge (Engineering) (Int): Status. Knowledge (religion) (Int): One of the most important cognitive skills. Ride (Dex): Warpriest doesn't get a mountain to ride. Motivation Sensation (Wes): Essential for any face, but charisma is a state discharge of the Warrest organization. Spellcraft (Int): Great for selecting action
shifts and magical elements. Survival (Wes): Positius. Swimming (Str): Severe condition. Grace Channel Exploits: The set on the power channel is weak. Walk over and make a blessing. Divine Intervention: Sacrifice the 1st slot in the spell level to make the enemy reroll the attack. Re is much more important than a penalty, especially if
the attack is a decisive blow. Vital Blow: The damage in the sacred weapon scaled Warpriest is extremely exciting along with the vital blow, but the damage will not match the sword of a great bastard (the gold standard of the Vital strike) until level 20th. However, the sacred weapon works with any weapon, so you may consider reaching a
shield or weapon that works with an acceptable compromise skills weapon. Weapons because your weapons measures damage thanks to the sacred weapon, go for something with cool abilities or a high range of threats such as flail or scimitar. You are not limited to your weapon of choice by any of Warrest's abilities the shield is
presented in the order you must obtain, rather than alphabetical order. Hide: Good, cheap start shield if you don't want to spend gold to get four mirrors. Four Mirror: The best AC bonus you can afford in Level 1. Heavy Shield: Great for AC bonus, but using heavy armor makes it difficult to cast spells because you need to drop your
weapon or shield to get a free hand. However, many GMs will waive this rule. Buckler: Superior to the light shield at all, but you can switch to using a two-handed weapon without dropping it, and you always have a free hand to receive spells. Full Panel: The best shield you can get. Elements of magic Holy (+1): A fun way to share your
blessings with your allies and improve your labor economy a little. Shield/Shields Claw Shield (8,158 GP): This is a strange element. It's a little more expensive than your typical +2 shield, so it may not be worth the cost compared to your methral. However, it allows you to perform bodily components with hand holding shield, which means
that you can hold a weapon in your other hand without a case, and because it has no penalty of choice of armor or mysterious spell failure anyone can use without a case. The ability to automatically damage enemies while in wrestling is a useful deterrent for small or weak physical characters, but don't go ion't looking for excuses to use it.
Employees are hard to recommend specific staff without knowing your individual character, so instead I want to make a general endorsement of the concept of magic staff in Pathfinder. If you're out of 3.5, go read pathfinder rules for employees because they have improved dramatically. Employees are a reliable, rechargeable source of
extra spell broadcasts that can give spellcasters easy and reliable to reach spells of a mantra list that you may not want to learn, or that you may want to use so often that they can't set up the spell enough times on a given day. On days when you are not adventurous (travel, resting, etc.) you can easily recharge any of the staff even if you
can only cast one of the spells contained by the staff. Multiclassing and prestige classes and Warpriest is already a hybrid class, so there's little reason for multiple categories beyond that. More.
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